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Regulations for Administration and Application of Linkou 

Startup Terrace 

Chapter I.  General Rules 

Article I Regulations for administration and application of the Linkou 

Startup Terrace (hereinafter referred to as the “Regulations”) are 

particularly enacted to maintain public safety and order, and 

capitalize on diverse services provided in the Linkou Startup 

Terrace (hereinafter referred to as “Startup Terrace” or “Campus”).  

Article II Purposes to establish the Startup Terrace are to encourage the 

innovation startups, promote our innovation industries linking to 

international market, and enhance the economic growth.   

Article III The area coverage of Startup Terrace comprises the Building A3 

(Floor 1, No. 496, Section 2, Renai Road, Linkou District, New 

Taipei City), Building B5 (No. 490), Building A6 (No. 502), and 

Building A7 (No. 390, Section 1, Wenhwa 2
nd

 Road, Linkou 

District, New Taipei City).  

Article IV The terms used in the Regulation are defined as follows: 

(a) Stationed Unit: The contractor who signs a contract with 

Startup Terrace in accordance with provisions of the 

Stationing Application Essentials and the Stationing 

Application Guidance.   

(b) Leasing Unit: Contractor who leases various spaces and 

facilities from Startup Terrace according to the Regulations 

(c) Office Space: Independent office space, joint workshop, or 

whole-floor office in the Startup Terrace.   

(d) Professional Space: The conference room, film studio, or 

recording studio in the Startup Terrace.  
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(e) Performing Space: The chambers exclusive for 

performance at Building A3 (first floor) and Building A6 

(15
th

 floor)  

(f) Business Space: The space exclusive for stationed units 

open for business at the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 floor in the Startup 

Terrace.  

(g) Accommodation Space: The space located at Building B5 

for stationed units and the personnel correlated with this 

Program to stay in Startup Terrace.  

The said units comprise all personnel subject to these units.  

Article V Startup Terrace is equipped with 24-hour access control system; 

all personnel intending to enter the campus shall wear the 

identification card in favor of maintenances of the identification 

and safety.  

Identification cards will be granted in compliance with the 

number of declared stationing persons; NT$ 200, as a deposit, for 

each card may be collected, and the deposit will be refunded 

without interest when the stationing contract is expired or 

terminated.     

The stationed unit, if necessary, may apply for extra cards and 

disburse the amount of NT$ 200 for each card, same as the 

reissue due to loss. 

Visitors and temporary workers shall deposit their ID to 

exchange a temporary identification cards at the 1
st
 floor prior to 

access the campus (same as the leasing unit); the one who uses 

the temporary identification card shall hand it back at the very 

day.  
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Article VI The identification card aforesaid shall not be copied or relented 

to others; the original card possessor shall respond in damages if 

any loss, destroy, or damage of the property and equipment in the 

Campus occurs due to relented event. Startup Terrace is entitled 

to terminate the right of using various services in the Campus.   

Article VII The stationed units shall be respectively responsible for 

cleanliness of the independent office space, whole-floor office, 

business space, and accommodation area in the Campus.    

Article VIII Startup Terrace provide the service to receive postal matters, 

nevertheless, exclusive of mailing service or receiving frozen 

objects.   

Article IX Regarding to issues in relation to the parking lot in Campus, 

please refer to the proclamation published by National Residence 

and Metropolis Update Center, or the official website 

(www.startupterrace.tw).   

Article X Unless otherwise provided by this contract, the space in Campus 

must be recovered when the contract is expired.  

Article XI The stationed unit shall, at its own cost, preserve or insure their 

personal belongings and the exhibits or products in respect of 

diverse activities held in the Campus. Startup Terrace will not be 

liable for preservation or any property damage occurred in 

Campus.    

Article XII Utilizing various spaces or facilities in Campus, the user shall 

exercise the due care of a good administration in accordance with 

the provision prescribed by the Regulations. The user shall also 

sustain the joint responsibility, together with the stationed unit, 

for any damage of the space and facility occurred in Campus, 

http://www.startupterrace.tw/
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either intentional or negligent, and shall compensate according to 

the set price for property loss.   

Provided that the indemnification for aforesaid compensation is 

insufficient, Startup Terrace may deduct the relevant expenses 

from the deposit paid by stationed unit.  

Article XIII The program office of the Campus has the full authority to 

administer and maintain the Campus space.  

 

Chapter II. Rules of Stationing Application 

Article XIV The stationed unit shall periodically pay the office rent, relevant 

utility expenses, administering fee, and other charges stipulated 

by Stationing Guidance.  

Article XV  To facilitate the campus space able to be used effectively, Startup 

Terrace is entitled to vet the condition used by each stationed unit. 

Startup Terrace may terminate the stationed contract and demand 

the stationed unit to move out within a deadline if the utility rate 

is obviously too low, and the contractor fails to improve the 

circumstance or refuses to specify the cause within a certain 

period.  

Article XVI The stationed unit may register Campus’s address as its company 

address; however, each stationed unit has to pay relevant fees and 

alter the company address when moving out.  

Article XVII The service of gratis Wi-Fi is provided for the office space, 

professional space, performing space, and partial public area in 

the Campus. 

In regard to the preceding service, the Campus bears no 

obligation under bond, nor any damage compensation caused by 
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the said network. 

Article XVIII  Using the office space or accommodating space in Campus, the 

stationed unit may inquire about the preferential program of 

cable network, local call (representative number or extension), 

and mobile and TV channel from the stationed personnel 

dispatched by telecommunication company. Startup Terrace will 

not be liable for any obligation because the business duty and 

right and all legal or illegal relation are only existed between 

telecommunication company and the stationed unit  

 

Chapter III. Rules for Using Accommodation Space 

Article XIX The Campus is provided with the lodging space for employees 

subject to the stationed unit; the said unit may apply to the 

Campus for accommodation, in the name of its company. 

The planning personnel cooperated with the Program Office, or 

those who participle in the stationed unit’s activities, if it is 

necessary for public affairs, may use the lodging space upon 

approval of the Campus.  

Article XX  The Campus’s lodging space is the type of co-living apartment 

equipped with variously basic facilities.  

Article XXI Accommodation will be distributed to stationed unit by following 

priority in accordance with the provision of Paragraph 1, Article 

19 of the Regulations   

(a) As there is a foreigner (nationality is not the Republic of 

China) among the stationed units; 

(b) As company registration address is located outside the 

Taipei City, New Taipei City, Keelung City, and Taoyuan 
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City; 

(c) As company registration address is located in this 

Campus.   

Upon distribution according to preceding sequence, if an 

identical priority occurs, it may be determined by computer’s 

random selection.   

Article XXII The accommodation space in this Campus provided for stationed 

unit can be used as the address of household registration, but the 

applicant shall, at his own cost, disburse relevant fees.  

If stationed unit terminates the contract signed with Startup 

Terrace, the lease contract (hereinafter referred to as “Contract”) 

of accommodation space shall be deemed as termination as well; 

then, the accommodation space shall be evacuated within a 

deadline and the domicile place registered be altered while the 

stationed unit is moving out. 

Article XXIII  Leasing term of the accommodation space applied by stationed 

unit is determined according to the Lease Contract, and the rent 

and deposit shall be paid in accordance with the procedure and 

term stated in the Lease Contract.   

Article XXIV  Applying for accommodation space, the stationed unit shall 

submit a written renewal application to Startup Terrace for 

approval within 30 days before the leasing term is expired. If the 

violation of any provision listed in the Regulations or Lease 

Contract occurs, Startup Terrace may request the stationed unit to 

transact a notarization in the process of renewal and disburse the 

relevant notarized fees.  

Article XXV Applying for accommodation space, the stationed unit shall 
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check in the dormitory listed in Lease Contract; it will not be 

changed without justified ground.  

 

Chapter IV. Campus Space and Equipment Lease 

Article XXVI  The lease of all space and equipment shall be reconfirmed and 

handed over by Campus to leasing unit.  

Article XXVII Campus holds the final approval authority in respect of the 

lease of space and equipment; upon completion of applying 

procedure and paying fees, if applicant fails to receive the 

approval, the Campus will refund all amount received from the 

applicant, but excluding other damage compensations derived 

from the case.  

Article XXVIII  The lease of professional space shall be reserved at the official 

website (www.startupterrace.tw) of Startup Terrace within 3 

working days prior to the date of activity; the relevant fees shall 

be paid 3 working days before the date of activity upon receipt of 

the confirmation notice. 10% of the reserved fee may be charged 

if the performing space is altered or cancelled 3 working days 

before the date of activity, unless such an alteration or 

cancellation is caused by force majeure such as typhoon or 

seismism; under such a circumstance, the Campus will refund the 

reserved fee stated in this Article.  

Article XXIX  The Campus’s professional space and performing space is 

provided with audio-visual equipment of the projector, acoustics, 

and microphone for lessee.    

Campus’s conference room and performing space is equipped 

with 110V power and Wi-Fi. Any additional power or cable 

http://www.startupterrace.tw/
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network must be applied for approval 3 working days before the 

date of activity; for safety sake, no private installing power 

connection is allowed.  

Article XXX The stationed unit may gratuitously use the library information 

room (Floor 14, Building B5), Gymnasium (Floor 14, Building 

B5), Meditation Room (Floor 20, Building A6), and Praying 

Room (Floor 20, Building A6); no need to reserve the space in 

advance.  

 

Article XXXI  Restriction on utilization of various spaces shall comply with the 

related provision (such as posting bulletin on the wall of various 

spaces).   

Article XXXII All spaces in this Campus have been insured with public 

liability insurance.  

Utilizing Campus space to hold an activity, the stationed unit 

shall insure the public liability insurance in accordance with the 

provision of Article 3 of the Consumer Protection Regulation of 

New Taipei City; the insured amount shall not be less the 

minimum amount provided by New Taipei City so as to 

safeguard life, body, and public safety of all participants who join 

in the activity.   

Each unit shall bear the cost of damages if the said unit fails to 

insure according to the preceding stipulation, or the insurance 

coverage or claim amount is insufficient to cover the damage.  

 

Chapter V. Prohibition and Penalty 

Article XXXIII  In the duration of using any space and equipment in Campus, 
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the actor who, intentionally or negligently, has wrongfully 

damaged the rights of third party shall bear joint and several 

liability for the Campus losses, together with the stationed unit, 

Article XXXIV  Prior to obtain the written consent, no one shall 

presumptuously move or install any appliance or equipment.   

Article XXXV The Campus is entitled to prohibit any inappropriate or risked 

telecommunicating equipment or network, e.g. interfering with 

the operation of Campus’s cable network or Wi-Fi. Failure to 

stop using the said equipment or behavior for three times, the 

Campus may directly terminate the network service without 

notice, in addition, the actor shall be liable for damage 

compensation onto the Campus or the third party.  

Article XXXVI  As one of the following events occurs when stationed unit is 

using the Campus space, equipment, or accommodation space, 

and failing to improve the circumstance within a deadline, the 

stationed unit may be fined with one-month rent as a default 

penalty, and the Campus may terminate the relevant contracts and 

file a claim onto the stationed unit.   

(a) Each unit shall maintain the public area for public use only, 

and shall not use it for business purpose unless otherwise 

approved by the Campus.  

(b) The fuel equipment provided by the Campus is based on 

natural gas while the power is the auxiliary gear. The 

stationed unit shall not use other fuel such as coal, diesel, 

heavy oil, petroleum, or firewood, nor store the 

dangerously inflammable materials (including but not 

limited to the gas, knife, or weapon, etc.) and any article 
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prohibited by law so as to maintain the public safety; if any 

damage occurs, the stationed unit shall be liable for any 

compensation.  

(c) Do not display or sell the explosive, flammable and 

dangerous article, or any object which is likely to damage 

consumers’ right.  

(d) Do not sell betel nut, or any product which potent odor may 

discomfort others or affect the air quality.  

(e) Using the Campus shall keep it clean from time to time; no 

contamination, erosion, or chemical smell is allowed.  

(f) Unless otherwise agreed by the Campus, stationed unit 

shall not put any equipment or store dangerous articles or 

goods onto the stairway, exterior wall, public corridor, and 

fire-fighting space. 

(g)  Do not spray paint or drive nails within the Campus space.  

(h) Each unit shall classify the garbage according to the 

provision of Environmental Protection Department, New 

Taipei City Government, and seal the garbage bag, then, 

place these bags onto the designated site announced by the 

Campus rather than put them at the entrance or public area 

(i) Content of the signboard, advertisement, billboard, lantern 

box, or showcase shall not be violating public policy or 

morals.  

(j) It shall not violate the provisions of Noise Control Act.  

(k) It shall not violate provisions of the commercial sign 

establishment and the 3D alteration management at 

Athletes’ Village of Linkou Universiade (social housing) 
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prescribed by National Housing and Urban Regeneration 

Center.  

(l) The business space shall not be suspended more than 10 

working days without justified ground.  

(m) 2 months after the lease term, the stationed unit’s shop is 

still unable to reach the specification announced by the 

Campus.  

(n) The lodging space in the Campus accommodates stationed 

unit only unless otherwise agreed by the Campus in 

advance.   

Article XXXVII As one of following matters occurs and the stationed unit 

fails to improve according to the Campus’s warning or advice, 

the Campus may deduct 3 points (an accumulative system) and 

transact the case in accordance with the provisions of Articles 

41~44 of the Regulations.  

(a) Hang the laundry, mop, or other personal belongs at pubic 

space unless the site agreed by the Campus, or on the roof.  

(b) Post the advertising publication or leaflet randomly onto 

the public space without Campus’s approval.  

(c) Hang clothes on windowsill, or place the dripping 

flowerpot or clothes on terrace that water keeps dripping 

down outside the house.   

(d) One who utilizes the lodging space shall use the exclusive 

garbage bag prescribed by Department of Environmental 

Protection of New Taipei City Government.  

(e) One who utilizes the business space shall use the large 

garbage bag to seal the trash or waste daily at the time to 
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close operation. The bag shall be disposed; fail to do so, it 

shall be stacked within the stationed unit’s business space 

rather than the business entrance, the public community 

area, or the wastes disposal room at the basement.  

Article XXXVIII As one of following matters occurs and the stationed unit 

fails to improve according to the Campus’s warning or advice, 

the Campus may deduct 5 points (an accumulative system) and 

transact the case in accordance with the provisions of Articles 

41~44 of the Regulations. 

(a) When the accumulative sewage is likely to propagate 

mosquitos or flies;  

(b) When the noise interferes with household’s tranquil living;  

(c) When the air-conditioner is dripping water; 

(d) When the trash or wastes stacked in the Campus space 

results in potent odor:  

Article XXXIX  As one of following matters occurs, the Campus may deduct 5 

points (an accumulative system) according to the frequency, and 

transact the case in accordance with the provisions of Articles 

41~44 of the Regulations. 

(a) Littering rubbish or wastes; 

(b) Burning goods (joss paper) at the public space; 

(c) Smoking at the public space; 

(d) Placing the unfixed pot culture or object that is likely 

falling down; 

(e) Stacking personal belongings randomly onto the corridor 

or stairway;  

(f) Plucking flowers or sabotaging environmental landscape; 
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Article XL As one of following matters occurs, the Campus may deduct 7 

points (an accumulative system) according to the frequency, and 

transact the case in accordance with the provisions of Articles 

41~44 of the Regulations. 

(a) Sabotaging or damaging the public security facilities such 

as elevator carriage or fire-fighting equipment; 

(b) Randomly drawing off the advertising paper, leaflet, or 

private letter from others’ mail box.  

(c) Raising animals without the written approval issued by 

the Campus.  

Article XLI According to the provisions of Articles 37~40, when the 

deducted point is accumulative to 30 points, the Campus may 

issue a written notification to compel the stationed unit to move 

out within 30 days before the contract is terminated, and transact 

the case in accordance with the provisions of Articles 42~44 of 

the Regulations. As the deducted point is accumulative to 10 

points, the Campus may send a letter to warn the stationed unit.  

Article XLII As the lessee violates any one of the provisions listed in the 

Regulations, the Campus may prohibit the lessee, temporarily or 

permanently, to lease Campus’s space and equipment, and 

demand the same for damage compensation. 

Article XLIII If any unit violates one of the provisions of the Regulations, the 

Campus may restore the state of things to its former condition, 

and the said unit shall bear the cost derived from the clearance 

(e.g. garbage-disposing expenses) and disburse the relevant fees 

within 10 days upon receipt of the Campus notification.  

Article XLIV All damages (including but not limited to the litigation fee, 
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attorney fee, etc.), default penalty, and executing expenses caused 

by the stationed unit who violates one of the provisions of 

Regulations, will be deducted directly from the deposit. If the 

deposit is inadequate to balance the amount, the stationed unit 

shall immediately pay off within 30 days upon receipt of Campus’ 

notice; fail to do so, the Campus may terminate the related 

contracts, and file a claim for damage compensation. The 

indemnity obligation shall not be exempted because of the 

contractual termination.  

Chapter VI. Others 

Article XLV Any dispute arising out of or relating to the Regulations shall be 

upon the law of the Republic of China as an applicable law, and 

subject to the jurisdiction of the Taipei District Court for the first 

trial. 

Article XLVI  If there is any omission in the Regulations, it shall be transacted 

in accordance with the provision of the Campus management, 

National Housing and Urban Regeneration Center, the law of the 

Republic of China, and other relevant contracts.  

Article XLVII The Campus will otherwise announce and elucidate the 

ambiguous or equivocal part, if any, stated in the Regulations.  

 


